Acupuncture Relieves Cervical Spondylosis Radiculopathy by Regulating Spinal Microglia Activation Through MAPK Signaling Pathway in Rats
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Purpose: Local acupuncture has been found to have a good analgesic effect in rats with cervical spondylosis radiculopathy (CSR), but it lacks a regulatory effect on traditional Chinese medicine syndrome types of CSR. We proposed “Invigorating Qi and activating Blood” (IQAB) acupuncture, compared with Fenbid, and local electroacupuncture (LEA), to observe whether it has advantages in the protection of the CSR rat model and to elucidate its mechanism through the MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase) signaling pathway.

Materials and Methods: Male Sprague-Dawley rats were randomly divided into six groups: control, sham, model, Fenbid, LEA, and IQAB. The CSR model was induced by inserting nylon sutures to compress the C4-T1 nerve root. The Fenbid group was treated with ibuprofen sustained-release capsules (15 mg/kg·d, ig). The LEA group received electroacupuncture at both C5 and C7 EX-B2 once a day. The IQAB group received acupuncture at both ST36 and BL17 based on the LEA group’s intervention. Mechanical allodynia and gait, morphological changes in the spinal cord, IL-6 and TNF-α levels, MAPKs phosphorylation ratio, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) levels in the spinal cord, and the expression of p-p38 in the spinal cord and its colocalization with neurons and glial cell activation markers were detected.

Results: Mechanical allodynia, gait disorder, edema, reduced Nissl-positive cell numbers, and increased IL-6 and TNF-α levels in the spinal cord were observed in CSR rats. IQAB significantly alleviated these changes, and the effects were generally comparable to those of Fenbid. Meanwhile, the phosphorylation ratios of p38 and extracellular regulated protein kinase (ERK), co-expression of p-p38 with neuron/microglia, and MCP-1 levels in the spinal cord were markedly down-regulated by IQAB compared with those in CSR model rats.

Conclusion: IQAB reduced p38-activation-related microglia activation and MCP-1 levels, thus alleviating pathological changes, inflammation levels in the local spinal cord, and pain behavior of CSR.
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Introduction
Among diseases affecting healthy life expectancy, neck and low back pain has soared from the 12th in 1990, to the 4th in 2015. Incidences of cervical spondylosis radiculopathy (CSR) appear to be of increasing year by year, affecting younger age groups and occupational activities. Its prevalence in some areas is up to 10.6%. CSR not only presents as radicular pain with sensory and motor changes but also causes sleep and emotional disorders, even requiring surgery in severe cases, wreaking people’s quality of life.
Medicines like NSAIDs, opiate, and relaxants could alleviate CSR symptoms and restore neurological function, but being limited by adverse reactions or addiction. Manipulation, instrument fixation, exercise, physiotherapy, and blocking are also used, but constrained by the ineffectiveness in long-term follow-up or serious complications. Acupuncture shows rapid relief of pain and numbness, whole body regulation, and minor adverse reactions, generally using local acupoints as the main points, and distant acupoints as adjunct points. Analgesic and neuroprotective mechanisms with local acupoints like “Cervical Jiaji” (EX-B2) have been reported in CSR models. However, according to TCM syndrome differentiation, disorders of the Qi and Blood form the main TCM syndrome type of CSR, accounting for 31.6%. A combination of local and dialectical acupoints is needed but has not received adequate attention. By reviewing the acupuncture RCTs, we also found that the most frequently selected adjunct points were BL17 and ST36, which regulate Qi and Blood balance, respectively. Thus, we formed the “Invigorating Qi and activating Blood” (IQAB) acupuncture method, compared with Fenbid and local electroacupuncture, to observe whether it has advantages in ameliorating pain and the inflammation level in the spinal cord, and explore its mechanism.

Under mechanical compression and chemical irritation to the nerve root, the inflammatory cascade in the spinal cord promotes the sensitization and maintenance of pain. Proinflammatory cytokines like TNF-α and IL-6 are important roles in this cascade. Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), consisting of multiple parallel signal transduction pathways p38, c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), and extracellular regulated protein kinase (ERK), can regulate allodynia development after nerve injury by regulating neural plasticity and inflammatory response. For example, p-p38 directly increases mediators like inflammation and cytokines, BDNF, COX-2/PGE2, and iNOS, reducing pain. P-JNK promotes the induction of chemokine monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) in astrocytes to contribute to the central sensitization of neuropathic pain (NP). P-ERK promotes the occurrence and maintenance of NP by activating ion channel proteins and transcription factors. Acupuncture can relieve radicular pain by decreasing IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α levels, and inhibiting ERK-related neuronal autophagy and apoptosis in the spinal cord. However, the specific regulatory mechanisms remain unclear. Studies have shown that acupuncture can alleviate NP by regulating microglia/astrocyte activation regulated by MAPK and decreasing cytokines and chemokines produced by glial activation. However, it is unknown how acupuncture regulates glial cell activation through MAPK signaling pathways in the treatment of CSR. To clarify this, we tested the ratio of phosphorylated MAPKs, co-expression of phosphorylated MAPKs with different cellular markers, and level of MCP-1 in the spinal cord.
Materials and Methods

Animals
Forty-six male specific-pathogen-free (SPF) Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats (200 ± 10 g) were purchased from the Beijing Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology Co., Ltd. (certificate no. SCXK (Beijing) 2016-0006). The rats were housed at room temperature (23 ± 1°C) and relative humidity (55 ± 5%) with a light:dark cycle of 12:12 hours. Rats were maintained with free access to water and food. All animal experimental procedures complied with the National Institutes of Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. This study was approved by the Medicine and Animal Ethics Committee of Beijing University of Chinese Medicine (approval No. BUCM-4-2020090902-3039) on September 21, 2019.

Antibodies
For immunofluorescence, the primary antibodies were Phospho-p38 MAPK (Thr180/Tyr182) (D3F9) XP® rabbit mAb (4511S, 1:100, CST, MA, USA); Anti-CD11b + CD11c antibody [OX42] (ab1211, 1:100, Abcam, Cambridge, UK), anti-GFAP antibody [2A5] (ab4648, 1:50, Abcam), and NeuN (E4M5P) mouse mAb (94403S, 1:50, CST). The secondary antibodies used were Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor® 594) (ab150080, 1:400) and Goat Anti-Mouse IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor® 488) (ab150113, 1:400, Abcam).

The following primary antibodies were used for Western blotting: Rabbit Anti-p38 (phospho T180 + Y182) antibody (ab4822, 1:1000, Abcam), rabbit p38 MAPK Polyclonal antibody (14064-1-AP, 1:1000, Proteintech, IL, USA), Rabbit Phospho-ERK1/2 (Thr202/Tyr204) polyclonal antibody (28733-1-AP, 1:1000, Proteintech), Rabbit ERK1/2 Polyclonal antibody (16443-1-AP, 1:1000, Proteintech), phospho-SAPK/JNK (Thr183/Tyr185) (81E11) rabbit mAb (#4668, 1:500, CST), Rabbit SAPK/JNK Antibody (#9252, 1:1000, CST), and GAPDH Mouse Monoclonal antibody (600041-1-lg, 1:25000, Proteintech). The secondary antibodies used were goat anti-mouse IgG HRP-linked antibody (ZB-2305, 1:10000, ZSZB Bio, Beijing, China) and goat anti-rabbit IgG HRP-linked antibody (ZB-2301, 1:10000, ZSZB Bio).

CSR Model and Grouping
After acclimatization for a week, we randomly selected six rats to form the control group; eight rats underwent the sham operation, and the remaining 32 rats underwent the modeling operation. The modeling surgery was performed as previously described.28 Nylon sutures (0.5 mm diameter, 8 mm length) were prepared 1 day before modeling by soaking in 75% ethanol for 4 h and then immersing in 0.1% polylysine solution for 8 h. The rats were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of 3% pentobarbital sodium solution (30 mg/kg body weight; Sigma-Aldrich) and fixed in the prone position. The hair on the back of the neck was shaved to create a 3 cm longitudinal incision from the T2 spinous process upward. Careful blunt separation of the subcutaneous tissue and posterior cervical muscles was performed to minimize damage. The left C6–C7 vertebral arches were completely exposed and the muscles and ligaments on the bone surface were scraped. The ligamentum flavum and connective tissues in the intervertebral spaces were resected gently. The left C6 and C7 vertebral arches were then removed to expose the spinal cord. Two nylon sutures were implanted under the left nerve roots (from C6 to T1 and from C7 to C4) along the longitudinal axis of the spinal cord. Tissue closure was then performed layer by layer (Figure 1). For the sham group, the procedure was the same as described above, except that nylon sutures were not implanted. After surgery, the rats were intramuscularly injected with 50,000 units of penicillin sodium. On the 3rd day after the operation, 24 rats were successfully modeled, and 6 rats in the sham group were selected randomly according to the following criteria:1) Before surgery, the rats had normal limb function without visible claudication, curling of the toes and claws, or joint stiffness. 2) After surgery, the scores of gait evaluation (by Kawakami’s method) of the sham group were 1–2 and those of the model group were 2–3. 3) There were no symptoms of spinal cord compression. Then we randomly divided the 24 rats that met the model criteria into Model, Fenbid, Simple Local Electroacupuncture (“LEA”) and IQAB groups, with six rats in each group (Figure 2A).
Interventions started on the 4th day after surgery. The Fenbid group was gavaged with Fenbid (GSK, Tianjin, China) dissolved in a saline solution with intake dose equivalent to ibuprofen 15 mg/kg·d. The other five groups were

**Figure 1** A diagram of CSR model surgery.

**Notes**: Two nylon sutures were individually implanted under the left nerve roots from C₆ to T₁ and from C₇ to C₄. The sutures were overlapped at the C₆ and C₇ nerve roots.

**Abbreviations**: C₅₋₇; T₁, spinal segment, c₄₋₈; t₁, nerve root segment.

**Figure 2** Gait evaluation, acupoints, and experimental procedure.

**Notes**: (A) Gait evaluation using Kawakami’s method was used as both a grouping criterion and a behavioral test to evaluate intervention efficacy. (B) Bilateral acupoints C₅ and C₇, EX-B2 (Cervical Jiaji), BL17 (Geshu), and ST36 (Zusanli). In the LEA group, the rats were electroacupunctured at EX-B2, with two sets of electrodes connected at two ipsilateral points. In the IQAB group, the rats were acupunctured in the bilateral BL17 and ST36, combined using the same method as in the LEA group. (C) Brief flowchart of the experiment.

**Drug Administration and Acupuncture**

Interventions started on the 4th day after surgery. The Fenbid group was gavaged with Fenbid (GSK, Tianjin, China) dissolved in a saline solution with intake dose equivalent to ibuprofen 15 mg/kg·d. The other five groups were
administered saline solutions of the same volume by gavage. All groups were bound in a homemade restraint bag in a prone position, with the neck and limbs exposed at the same time every day. The LEA group was acupunctured in bilateral EX-B2 (3 mm lateral to the depression below the spinous process of the C5 and C7 vertebrae) at a depth of 8 mm using aseptic acupuncture needles (Hanyi, Beijing Hanyi Medical Instruments Co., Ltd., China). The needles at the ipsilateral C5 and C7 EX-B2 were connected to the same group of electrodes of the acupoint stimulation equipment (HANS-200A, Nanjing Jisheng Medical Technology Co., Ltd., China) with a 2/50 Hz sparse-dense wave, at 1.5 mA intensity, 30 min, once a day. In addition to undergoing the same acupuncture procedure as the LEA group, the IQAB group was acupunctured in bilateral BL17 (3 mm lateral to the depression below the spinous process of the T7 vertebra) at a depth of 6 mm and bilateral ST36 (posterolateral to the knee joint, 5 mm below the fibula capitulum) at a depth of 7 mm (Figure 2B).

Behavioral Tests
The rats underwent neurobehavioral tests the day before and on the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 10th, and 14th day of the intervention (day 0, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 14). Mechanical allodynia was assessed using the 50% paw withdrawal mechanical threshold (PWMT) with eight von Frey filaments (Aesthesio, Dannmic Global, USA). Rats were placed in a plexiglass cage with a steel wire mesh at the bottom. After acclimation to the test environment for 30 min, the rats were stimulated by filaments applied perpendicular to the surface of the front paws between the 3rd and 4th metacarpus. If the paw was withdrawn within 8 s or immediately after filament removal, it was considered positive. The interval between the two stimuli was longer than 10s. A sequence was recorded via the up-and-down method to calculate the 50% PWMT. The rats were placed in a 30 × 30 × 25 cm plexiglass observation box to record their activities by video and analyze their gait according to the Kawakami method: 1) (normal gait with no forepaw deformities); 2) (normal gait with a marked forepaw deformity, such as flexed and/or inverted paws, or slight gait disturbance with a drop in the left forepaw), and 3) (severe gait disturbance with motor paresis of the ipsilateral left forepaw) (Figure 2A and C).

Histopathology
On the 15th day after the intervention began, the rats were euthanized after being anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of 3% pentobarbital sodium solution (60 mg/kg body weight; Sigma-Aldrich), and the C4-T1 spinal cord and the nerve roots connected to it were immediately removed and divided into two parts. One part was stored at −80°C for the following analysis. Another part was immersed in 4% paraformaldehyde dissolved in 0.1M PBS for 48 h, rinsed with tap water for 24 h, immersed in ascending gradient ethanol, xylene, and 65°C paraffin, then embedded in paraffin, making 4 μm serial sections. For Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) staining, sections were deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated in a descending gradient of ethanol, stained with hematoxylin for 10 min, washed three times with double-distilled water, 70% and 80% ethanol, eosin for 2.5 min, 95% and 100% ethanol, rinsed with xylene, and mounted with neutral resins. For Nissl staining, after deparaffinization and rehydration, sections were stained with 56°C 1% Toluidine Blue for 40 min, rinsed three times with double distilled water, followed by ascending gradient ethanol and xylene, and mounted with neutral resins. All images were acquired using an Olympus BX60 Microscope (Olympus Corporation, Japan) by investigators blinded to the grouping methods. We randomly selected five regions in each rat to count Nissl-positive neurons in the anterior horn using Image-Pro Plus 6.0.

Immunofluorescence
For immunofluorescence staining, the slides were deparaffinized, rehydrated, rinsed with PBS three times for 5 min each, antigen repaired using antigen retrieval solution (ZKWB, Beijing, China) for 15 min in a microwave oven, and incubated with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 30 min at room temperature to block endogenous peroxidases. The slides were blocked with 3% BSA (Solarbio, Beijing, China) for 30 min and incubated at 4°C overnight with the following primary antibodies: rabbit anti-pp38 with mouse anti-GFAP, anti-OX42, and anti-NeuN. The slides were then incubated with the respective secondary antibodies for 30 min at 37°C in the dark, DAPI (1:1000 dilution, Abcam) for 10 min in the dark, and mounted with antifade mounting medium (ZKWB, Beijing, China). Images were acquired using a KF-PRO -020 scanner (KFBIO). ImageJ was used for the quantitative analysis of positive cells.
Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)

The levels of IL-6, TNF-α, and MCP-1 were quantified using ELISA kits (ELR-IL6, ELR-TNFa, RayBio, GA, USA; RGB-60224R, Rigor Bioscience, Beijing, China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Molecular Devices Spectra Max M2 (Molecular Devices, CA, USA) was used to measure the OD values at 450 nm. Optical density (OD) values were converted to protein concentration.

Western Blotting

Total protein was isolated from the spinal cord tissue using RIPA buffer with protease and phosphatase inhibitors and quantified using a BCA protein assay kit (KeyGEN Biotech, Jiangsu, China), and 10% SDS-PAGE was used for protein separation. PVDF membranes to which protein transferred were blocked with 5% (w/v) non-fat milk in PBS for 2 h at room temperature, incubated at 4°C overnight with the following primary antibodies: phospho-p38, p38, phospho-JNK, JNK, phospho-ERK, ERK, and GAPDH, then incubated at room temperature for 1 h with the respective secondary antibodies. Due to the impact of COVID-19, this part was completed in two laboratories. For phospho-p38, p38, phospho-ERK, ERK, and the corresponding GAPDH, a ECL chemiluminescence detection kit (NCM, Jiangsu, China) and the ChemiDoc MP Imaging System (Bio-Rad, CA, USA) were used to visualize the bands. For phospho-JNK, JNK, and the corresponding GAPDH, Western Lightning Plus-ECL (Perkin Elmer, MA, USA) and Kodak XBT-1 film (Kodak, NY, USA) were used to visualize the bands. It should be noted that, for each MAPK, the order of “phospho-MAPK bands, stripping & re-blocking, MAPK bands, stripping & re-blocking, GAPDH bands” was followed, and stripping buffer (Aoqing Biotech, Beijing, China) was used to strip the previous bands. Finally, the gray value and relative expression levels of each band were obtained using ImageJ software to calculate the phosphorylation ratio of each MAPK (phospho-MAPK/MAPK × 100%).

Statistical Analysis

SPSS 22.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) was used to analyze the data. All data are expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Comparisons between groups were made using one-way analysis of variance, followed by the least significant difference test for post-hoc comparisons. P < 0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.

Results

Effects of IQAB on Neurobehavioral Tests of CSR Rats

For 50% PWMT, no significant change was observed in the control group throughout the experimental process. No significant differences were observed between the sham and control groups at any time point (P > 0.05). The model group recovered slowly and was still significantly lower than the sham group on day 14 (P < 0.01). The Fenbid, LEA, and IQAB groups showed an upward trend; however, only on day 14, when the 50% PWMT of these three groups was significantly higher than that of the model group (P < 0.05). On days 7, 10, and 14, the 50% PWMT in the IQAB group was higher than that in the LEA group; however, the differences were not statistically significant (P > 0.05) (Figure 3A).

For gait evaluation using Kawakami’s method, both the control and sham groups remained at a low score throughout the process. The gait score of the model group was significantly higher than that of the sham group at each time point, even on day 14 (P < 0.01). On day 10, the gait score of the Fenbid group was significantly lower than that of the model group (P < 0.05). On day 14, the gait scores of the Fenbid (P < 0.01), LEA (P < 0.05), and IQAB (P < 0.01) groups were lower than those of the model group. The Fenbid and IQAB groups had lower scores than the LEA group on days 10 and 14, but there were no significant differences between these three groups (P > 0.05) (Figure 3B).

Effects of IQAB on Spinal Histological Changes of CSR Rats

No significant pathological changes were observed in the control or sham groups. Compared with the sham group, HE staining of the spinal cord showed more necrotic foci and fewer motoneurons on the compression side of the model group. Edema was more severe in the model group, as indicated by the obvious vacuolar changes in the neurons. Compared with the model group, the Fenbid, LEA, and IQAB groups had fewer necrotic foci and vacuolar changes.
Among the three groups that received the intervention, IQAB most markedly improved the histological changes (Figure 4A).

Nissl staining showed that the Nissl bodies were deeply stained in the ventral horn of the compressing side of the control and sham groups. The neurons were arranged in good order, and there was no Nissl body missing area. In the model group, Nissl bodies were stained with low intensity, neurons were sparsely arranged, and some areas of the Nissl bodies were missing. In the three groups that received interventions, the staining intensity of Nissl bodies, distribution of neurons, and missing areas of Nissl bodies were modified to different extents, which were more obvious in the Fenbid and IQAB groups (Figure 4B). Furthermore, there was no significant difference in the number of Nissl-positive cells between the control and sham groups ($P > 0.05$); however, the number of Nissl-positive cells in the model group was significantly lower than in the sham group ($P < 0.05$); the figure for the IQAB group was significantly higher than that in the model group ($P < 0.05$) (Figure 4C).

Effects of IQAB on IL-6 and TNF-α Levels in Spinal Cord of CSR Rats

ELISA results showed that the level of IL-6 in the spinal cord of the model group was significantly higher than that in the sham group ($P < 0.01$). Compared with the model group, the level of IL-6 in the spinal cord of all three groups decreased, but only LEA ($P < 0.05$) and IQAB ($P < 0.01$) were statistically significant (Figure 5A). In addition, the IL-6 levels in the IQAB group were significantly lower than those in the Fenbid group ($P < 0.05$). The TNF-α levels in the spinal cord were significantly higher in the model group than in the sham group ($P < 0.05$). Compared with the model group, TNF-α levels in all three groups were significantly decreased, but only LEA and IQAB were statistically significant ($P < 0.01$) (Figure 5B). In addition, there were no significant differences among the three groups that received the intervention ($P > 0.05$).
Figure 4 Effects of IQAB on spinal histological changes of CSR rats.

Notes: (A) HE staining (×200). IQAB could modify necrosis foci, neuron edema, and motoneuron loss on the compression side of the spinal cord of CSR rats. (B and C) Nissl staining (×200). IQAB significantly increased Nissl-positive neurons (red arrows) in the compression side of the spinal cord of CSR rats ($P < 0.05$), suggesting regulation of neuronal apoptosis. Scale bar: 100 $\mu$m. Mean ± SEM, n = 3 for animal numbers, n = 5 for the number of fields of view for each animal. $^\#P < 0.05$, versus sham group; $^\Delta P < 0.05$, versus model group.

Abbreviations: LEA, local electroacupuncture; IQAB, “Invigorating Qi and activating Blood” acupuncture.
Effects of IQAB on MAPKs Phosphorylation Ratio of CSR Rats

Western blotting results showed that the phosphorylation ratio of p38 (p-p38/p38) in the spinal cord of the compression segment in the model group was significantly higher than that in the sham group \((P < 0.01)\). Compared with the model group, it decreased significantly in the IQAB group \((P < 0.01)\) (Figure 6A and B). The phosphorylation ratio of ERK (p-ERK/ERK) in the spinal cord of the compression segment in the model group was higher than that in the sham group; however, the difference was not statistically significant \((P > 0.05)\). Compared with the model group, the phosphorylation ratio of ERK was significantly decreased in the IQAB group \((P < 0.01)\) (Figure 6C and D). The phosphorylation ratio of JNK (p-JNK/JNK) in the model group was significantly higher than that in the sham group \((P < 0.01)\). Compared with the model group, the phosphorylation ratio of JNK in the IQAB group was lower, but no statistical difference was observed \((P > 0.05)\) (Figure 6E and F). Furthermore, the immunofluorescence results for p-p38 in the left cervical spinal cord showed that the average fluorescence intensity of p-p38 in the model group was significantly stronger than that in the sham group \((P < 0.01)\), whereas that in the IQAB group was significantly lower than that in the model group \((P < 0.01)\) (Figure 6G and H).

Effects of IQAB on p-p38 Activities in Certain Cell Types in Spinal Cord of CSR Rats

The results of co-labeling immunofluorescence showed that, in the model group, colocalization of p-p38+NeuN and p-p38+OX42 in the compressing-side spinal cord per region was significantly higher than that in the sham group \((P < 0.01)\), but colocalization of
p-p38+GFAP was lower than that in the sham group ($P < 0.01$). Compared to the model group, the colocalization of p-p38+NeuN and p-p38+OX42 in the IQAB group was significantly lower ($P < 0.05$), but the colocalization of p-p38+GFAP was not statistically different ($P > 0.05$) (Figure 7A–F).

### Effects of IQAB on Level of MCP-1 in Spinal Cord of CSR Rats
ELISA results showed that the level of MCP-1 in the spinal cord of the model group was significantly higher than that in the sham group ($P < 0.05$). Compared with the model group, the level of MCP-1 in the spinal cord of the IQAB group was significantly lower ($P < 0.01$) (Figure 8).

### Discussion
Radicular pain caused by CSR is a type of NP and the occurrence of allodynia is a characteristic manifestation. Allodynia refers to pain caused by stimuli that usually do not cause pain, which represents the impairment of the nociceptive system’s formal function to “separating” harmful and non-harmful information. The mechanical threshold is a quantification of allodynia, and the Kawakami score is a straightforward quantitative method for gait. In our research,
some model rats initially showed severe gait disorder, but the gait was normal after D7, with the forelimb of the affected side often lifted off the ground at rest. Therefore, gait instability may not be caused by the loss of innervation but rather by pain contracture. IQAB significantly improved pain allodynia of the affected forelimb and pain-induced gait instability, with an effect comparable to that of Fenbid, and demonstrated a trend toward better improvement than LEA.

Previous studies utilizing this modeling method showed that on the 7th day after surgery, the spinal cord showed neuronal edema with cytolysis and necrosis and a decreased number of neurons and even regions of loss.33 This indicates

Figure 7 Effects of IQAB on p-p38 activities in certain cell types of CSR rats.

Notes: Co-labeling with p-p38+NeuN (A and B), p-p38+GFAP (C and D) and p-p38+OX42 (E and F) in the spinal cord. Co-labeling with p-p38+NeuN and p-p38+OX42 (P < 0.05), but not with p-p38+GFAP (P > 0.05), was downregulated by IQAB. Scale bar: 50 μm. P-p38-labelled cells that were positive (arrows) or not positive (arrowheads) for the markers. Mean ± SEM, n = 6 for the number of view fields in each group. **P < 0.01 versus sham group; *P < 0.05, versus model group.

Abbreviations: GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; OX42, oxycocin-42; IQAB, “Invigorating Qi and activating Blood”.
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that the neuronal cell membrane has been damaged, its permeability is increased, and the distribution and function of transmembrane ionized channels and their receptors are affected, facilitating or maintaining pain through abnormal discharge. To further observe the changes in neurons, more specific Nissl staining was performed. Nissl bodies of neurons in the anterior horn of the spinal cord could be sporadically distributed and small in shape, on the 14th day after operation, which is speculated to be related to the impairment of motor function of the forelimbs. In this study, the above pathological changes were similar to those studies. IQAB had a significant effect in repairing inflammatory edema of the spinal cord and damage to anterior horn neurons; Both Fenbid and LEA also showed a similar trend but revealed no statistical significance in the reduction of Nissl-positive neuron counts.

IL-6 and TNF-α are the cytokines that promote the development and chronicity of NP. IL-6 inhibition reduces hyperalgesia and allodynia in NP models. TNF-α can regulate acute and chronic inflammation to help the body restore balance, but excessive secretion of TNF-α may cause inflammation maintenance and cell dysfunction. Both cytokine levels in CSR rats’ spinal cord were significantly higher than in the sham group, indicating that the local inflammatory effect was obvious. IQAB significantly reduced the levels of both cytokines, but there was no significant difference compared with LEA. Previous studies have shown that ibuprofen mainly exerts analgesic effects by inhibiting the synthesis of prostaglandins, but also downregulating of systemic inflammatory biomarkers such as IL-6 in serum of NP patients. In this study, ibuprofen showed a trend of reducing the levels of two cytokines in the spinal cord, but there was no significant difference compared to the model group. This may be related to the small sample size and need to be clarify in further investigation.

Having clarified the protective effect of IQAB, we explored its effect on the phosphorylation of three MAPK proteins in the spinal cord. Elevation of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6 and TNF-α, is a factor that induces MAPKs phosphorylation. Phosphorylated MAPKs can promote the production of neuromodulators, including these cytokines, in turn, to form damaging effects. Specifically, two of JNK subtypes, JNK1 and JNK2, express extensively in the spinal cord. As for the active form, pJNK1 (p46) is the main expression form in the spinal cord, its expression increases after nerve injury, being activated by upstream factors such as IL-1, TNF-α and fibroblast growth factor-2. In spinal nerve ligation model, JNK activation in the spinal cord can last for more than three weeks. Its downstream mechanisms include astrocytic JNK-HDAC2 cascade that contributes to GLT-1 decrease, or being translocated to the nucleus to phosphorylate many nuclear substrates (mostly transcription factors), thereby causing sensitization of pain. There are almost no p-ERK positive cells in the spinal dorsal horn neurons of unstimulated animals, and ERK in the spinal dorsal horn neurons of animals can be activated under noxious stimuli that may cause sustained changes in pain sensitivity. Its downstream mechanisms include transcriptional regulation and regulation of ion channels, causing the induction and maintenance of NP. There is a moderate level of basal p-p38 positive cells in the spinal cord. Under nociceptive...
stimulation, p-p38 can significantly increase and remain at a high level after 3 weeks. Intrathecal injection of p38 inhibitors can alleviate NP.\(^{40}\) For the CSR model used in this experiment, after 17 days persistent stimulation, compared with the sham group, the phosphorylation ratios of p38 and JNK in the model group increased significantly, while the trend for a higher phosphorylation ratio of ERK was not statistically significant. IQAB significantly inhibited p38 and ERK phosphorylation. Although the phosphorylation rate of JNK also decreased after IQAB intervention, this difference was not statistically significant. This indicates that IQAB primarily exerts therapeutic effects by affecting the p38 among three MAPKs. Then we investigated the distribution of its phosphorylated form in the spinal cord by immunofluorescence and found that p-p38 was mainly present in the gray matter. The mean fluorescence intensity was also significantly enhanced in the model group and significantly reduced after IQAB intervention. Therefore, we explored the mechanisms by which IQAB modulated the activation of p38 in spinal gray matter.

First, we identified specific cell types in which IQAB-regulated p38 activation was predominant. At the cellular level, non-neuronal cells are increasingly being recognized as playing a critical role in chronic pain processing, particularly in glia, which can directly release multiple neuromodulators. In different NP models, the activated form of p38 was present in different spinal glia: astrocytes, in the partial sciatic nerve ligation model; microglia, in the spared nerve injury model; both, in the spinal cord injury model.\(^{41-43}\) In this CSR model prepared by inserting compressive foreign matter, p-p38 was significantly elevated in spinal neurons and microglia, but not in astrocytes; p-p38 was significantly reduced at D14 in both neurons and microglia after IQAB intervention. It has been reported that microglia can be activated in a polarization manner into M1 and M2 types, and M1 can release proinflammatory substances such as iNOS, IL-6, IL-1β, and TNF-α; M2 can produce anti-inflammatory factors such as IL-4 and IL-10.\(^ {44}\) Both types increase in the spinal cord at the early stage after nerve injury, and the M1/M2 ratio gradually increases in later stages after injury, gradually diminishing to a single M1 expression.\(^ {45}\) This imbalance in polarization may explain the occurrence and chronicity of NP. There is evidence that electroacupuncture can polarize microglia toward the M2 phenotype, thereby delaying neurodegeneration in AD rats.\(^ {46}\) Whether IQAB can exert protective effects in a similar way of regulating microglia polarization is left for further investigation.

We then observed the effects of IQAB on MCP-1 levels in the spinal cord. The results showed that p-p38 expression in both spinal neurons and microglia was downregulated by IQAB, suggesting that IQAB may be involved in the regulation of neuron–microglia interactions. Among the neuromodulators downstream of p38, chemokines may not only participate in the formation of central sensitization by increasing presynaptic transmitters, but also act as signaling molecules by activating their receptors on other types of cells.\(^ {47}\) MCP-1 is one of these chemokines that plays a key role in neuron–glia interactions. In some NP models, MCP-1 can be transmitted from primary neurons in the dorsal root ganglion to the spinal cord dorsal horn, then bind to its receptor CCR2 on microglia, causing p38 phosphorylation there, promoting inflammatory cytokine production, and triggering central sensitization; or can be activated by TNF-α produced by p38-mediated microglial activation, then expressed in astrocytes, activating CCR2 on spinal neurons, and inducing central sensitization.\(^ {48}\) IQAB significantly reduced the abnormally elevated MCP-1 level, which may be one of the pathways that IQAB regulates neuron–microglia interactions in the spinal cord of CSR rats.

In the two distal adjunct points, ST36 is a key acupoint for invigorating Qi based on its relation to the stomach and spleen via the Stomach Meridian Foot-Yangming. This makes it useful not only for gastrointestinal diseases, but also for a wide variety of pain with Qi disorders, such as osteoarthritis, periarthritis, and sciatica. Recent studies have found that electroacupuncture at ST36 could produce analgesic effects by reducing tyrosine kinase B receptor and microglial activation-induced BDNF in the spinal cord of rats with chronic constriction injury.\(^ {49,50}\) As a Back-shu acupoint, BL17 belongs to the Bladder Meridian Foot-Taiyang and is located between the Heart and Liver Back-shu points. Both viscera are important for regulating the Blood state. That makes BL17 become “Xuehui” (Blood influential point) in “eight influential points”, and is often used in Blood stasis syndromes of diseases like lumbar disc herniation, diabetes peripheral neuropathy, and hypertension. In the vascular dementia model, electroacupuncture at BL17 has a neuroprotective effect by reducing p38-induced neuronal apoptosis in the hippocampus.\(^ {51}\) Although often used, it shows some analgesic and neuroprotective effects in several animal models, which are very limited in experimental data of CSR. The advantages of IQAB in this research indicate that future experimental studies on acupuncture interventions for CSR may not only explore the anti-radiculopathy effects of local acupoints but should also try other acupuncture
schedules that are based on TCM theory and clinical practice, thereby providing more realistic evidence for TCM therapy options for CSR.

In this study, IQAB showed better trends than LEA in relieving pain and reducing the inflammatory level in spinal cord neurons, but the difference was not statistically significant. This may be related to the sample size, overall duration, and specific indicators used in the experiment. In the future, it will be necessary to test the therapeutic effect of IQAB using a larger sample size, different CSR stages, and detection indicators that better reflect the state of Qi and Blood such as microcirculation and motor scores. Furthermore, we selected p38 to identify the specific cell types that are highly activated; however, how other MAPKs participate in the curative effects of IQAB at the cellular level remains unclear. We also found that IQAB could influence p38 activation in microglia and neurons and decrease the chemokine MCP-1; however, the specific mechanism by which it regulates this MCP-1 related microglia–neuron interaction is unknown. These two aspects should be explored further in future studies.

Conclusion
In summary, we conclude that IQAB alleviates neuropathic pain, improves the pathological changes and abnormal level of inflammatory cytokines in spinal cord. These effects are related to inhibition of the spinal microglia activation mediated by p38 activation, and the regulation of the neuron-microglia interaction mediated by MCP-1. These findings provide new insights into potential therapeutic targets of acupuncture in CSR therapy.
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